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ABSTRACT

In January and February 1990, the Lake Ontario Winter Storms project applied advanced remote-sensing techniques to lake effect snow storms to determine if that technology could be used to provide more accurate forecasts and nowcasts of the location and intensity of snow bands. This paper describes the project and plans for analyzing results.

The sampling program included remote sensing, radiosondes, and traditional observer networks. Three experimental sites were equipped with advanced remote-sensing equipment including: Doppler radar, radiometer, 915-MHz wind profiler, two 405-MHz wind profilers, ceilometer, and Radio Acoustic Sounding System (RASS). Atmospheric soundings were taken at mobile and fixed sites. Surface conditions were monitored using an observer network, microbarographs and precipitation gauges.

Despite an unusually inactive lake-effect snow period, the project team plans to evaluate the performance of the remote-sensing technology, analyze several case studies, and model the lake-effect process.
1. INTRODUCTION

The field phase of the Lake Ontario Winter Storms Project (LOWS) was conducted in the Lake Ontario basin between 5 January and 1 March 1990 to study lake-effect storms. An overview of the project is presented in this paper.

Lake-effect snowstorms were the primary focus of LOWS. Lake-effect snowstorms bring localized but extremely heavy snowfalls and whiteouts to areas near the Great Lakes. In the eastern basin of Lake Ontario the storms cannot be observed with good resolution using current, standard meteorological sensors and observations because of their small vertical and horizontal extent.

Lake-effect snow research has been conducted in the eastern basin of Lake Ontario in the past with monitoring networks with more resolution than the standard network (McVell and Peace, 1966). Previous work has indicated that mesoscale features such as the shape of the shoreline, topography, and convergence contribute to the location, orientation, and movement of lake-effect snowbands (Peace and Sykes, 1966).

Accordingly, Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation (NMPC) prompted and provided primary support for this study. The general goal was to determine if advanced remote sensors could be used to find an effective way to deal with the impacts of lake-effect snowstorms in NMPC service territory.

The objectives of LOWS are threefold:

1) Technology transfer -- demonstrate the utility of a meso-beta array of specialized remote sensors for monitoring and predicting lake-effect snowstorms;

2) Improve mesoscale prediction through better physical description and understanding of factors driving lake-effect storm evolution;

3) Determine the utility of the remote sensors for monitoring and predicting the nature and evolution of subsynoptic features of synoptic-scale storms producing freezing rain.

In order to meet these objectives, a consortium of 13 organizations was formed (Table 1). Project elements included an array of six specialized remote sensors, and a full contingent of project-specific and standard meteorological observing systems, as well as the support of a unified operations center, forecasters, and numerical modeling.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF LAKE-EFFECT SNOW EVENTS

Lake Ontario is particularly conducive to severe lake-effect storms because it remains unfrozen in winter and its east-west orientation gives prevailing winds a long fetch over the longest axis of the lake. Lake-effect snow is caused when flow across the lake is de-stabilized by the flux of moisture and heat from the relatively warm lake into cold, typically arctic, air. Lake-effect snow is localized, 5-20 km wide, and shallow, 2-4 km. When combined with orographic lifting the snowfall rate is enhanced significantly.

Features of lake-effect snow make it important for the region and interesting for meteorologists. Intense snowfall rates are the most important feature, snowbursts that deposit 70cm in 48-hr are not uncommon (Figure 1). A well-developed snow band develops its own self-perpetuating circulation with convergence flow into the band and significant variations of wind speed and direction across the band. However, even in well-developed bands there are fluctuations as the band moves or oscillates in response to small features. Lake-effect snow forms either in single or multiple bands. In typical arctic
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric Env. Ser.</td>
<td>C-band Doppler Radar, Nowcaster, and Supplemental Radiosondes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galson Technical Ser.</td>
<td>Surface Observer, Microbarograph, and Weighing Precipitation Gauge Networks,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forecast Committee, and Nowcasters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaman Sciences, Inc.</td>
<td>Administrative Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Weather Ser.</td>
<td>Lead Forecaster, Supplemental Radiosondes and Nowcasters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYS Dept. Env. Cons.</td>
<td>Forecast Committee and Nowcasters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Mohawk Power</td>
<td>Operations Director, X-Band Doppler Radar, 915 MHz Profiler, and Radiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAA Wave Prop. Lab.</td>
<td>Nowcaster, RASS, and 404 MHz Profiler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn. State University</td>
<td>Surface Observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulaski Academy</td>
<td>Mobile Radiosondes and Forecast Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNY at Brockport</td>
<td>Snow Surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNY Env. Sci. &amp; For.</td>
<td>Observation Center, Mobile Radiosondes, Forecast Committee, and Nowcasters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNY at Oswego</td>
<td>404 MHz Profiler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tycho Technology, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Visible satellite image from 1931 Z 25 Jan 1987. This single-banded snowstorm deposited up to 130 cm during a two day period.
air episodes a well-defined capping inversion forms. The height of this inversion can limit development.

In order to understand lake-effect snow the following aspects must be considered: timing of onset and dissipation, type of banding, movement, intensity and location of bands. The primary forecast variables are described by Niziol (1987). These include cyclonic vorticity advection and low-level flow, the boundary layer structure and evolution of the capping inversion, steering level wind direction and speed, and directional shear between the surface and 700mb.

3. LOWS OPERATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS

The primary focus of the LOWS research effort was the eastern end of Lake Ontario (Figure 2). As described in Reinking et al. (1990) an experimental array of remote sensors, conventional observations, and mobile field teams was organized to collect data during intensive sampling periods (Figure 3).

![Figure 2 Lake Ontario Winter Storms Remote Sensing Installations](image)

NOAA/WPL provided continuous measurements from three sensors near Lacona, New York (WPL, Fig. 2). Storm morphology, precipitation intensity, wind field information in the cloud system, and the height of the melting level, if any, within a 100 km radius were provided by an X-band (3.2 cm) dual-polarization, Doppler radar. Winds in the boundary layer and aloft were measured using a developmental 915 MHz wind profiling radar. A three-channel, passive, scanning microwave radiometer measured vapor and cloud liquid water integrated along the scan path.
The remote-sensing array was completed with real-time measurements at three other sites. Wind and virtual temperature profiles were measured on the southeast shore with a 404 MHz profiler and a Radio Acoustic Sounding System (RASS) provided by Pennsylvania State University (PSU, Fig. 2). Winds were also sampled on the northeast shore from a 404 MHz profiler provided by Tycho Technology, Inc. (TTI, Fig. 2). Upwind, at King City, Ontario, 40 km northwest of Toronto, the Atmospheric Environment Service provided 5 cm Doppler radar surveillance (AES, Fig. 2).
Figure 4. Example Lake Ontario Snow Outlook, 32 11 Jan 1990.

Additional measurements were made during intensive sampling periods. Mobile teams from the State University of New York (SUNY) Colleges at Brockport and Oswego released rawinsondes at 3-6 h intervals from strategic points along the south and east shores of the lake. Deployment strategy focussed on a) evolution of the boundary layer during potential and realized lake-effect storms, b) comparison of environments within and adjacent to bands, and c) comparison of measurements with the remote sensors. All of the mesoscale sounding measurements were supported by standard and special NWS and AES (Atmospheric Environment Service) rawinsondes released at 6 h intervals from Flint and Sioux St. Marie in Michigan, Egbert in Ontario, and Buffalo. Weighing precipitation gages provided precipitation rates at selected locations; these were complemented by hourly observations from a volunteer network. Other supporting measurements are indicated in Table 1.

The experiment was organized to intensively sample lake-effect snow storms when they were forecast or observed. Ultimate decisions for operation were made by the Operations Director (OD) supported by the Forecast Committee and Nowcasters (Figure 3). During intensive sampling periods, each research group followed their experimental protocol and continued to operate until the OD ordered sampling to stop. Additionally, the OD issued guidance during the intensive sampling periods to the mobile sampling and remote sensing crews.

Primary forecast support for the project was provided in the Lake Snow Outlook produced by BUF (Figure 4). This product predicted the probability of lake-effect snow over the ensuing 48-hr period four times a day. It was appended to the New York State Forecast Discussion and distributed through normal channels. Each afternoon a member of the Forecast Committee (other meteorologists participating in the project) would call BUF after reviewing comments from the whole committee on an electronic bulletin board. Forecast ideas would be discussed and a forecast consensus developed. Then BUF would brief the OD so that plans for the next 48-hrs could be developed.
During intensive sampling periods operations were directed from the NMPC/Syracuse Operations Center. The Operations Center received all remote sensing measurements in real-time, had access to weather forecast charts, and conventional observations.

The Nowcasters were all volunteer meteorologists. However, the experience levels varied widely. Consequently, each Nowcaster has his own preferred data products to approach the problem. For example, Brian Murphy, Ontario Weather Centre introduced the project team to the AES winter severe weather forecast product FOCN03. This model lists 6-hourly forecasts of freezing level, 850 mb temperature, model winds from 3 levels in the RFE model, and 700 mb and 850 mb winds for specific cities (Murphy, 1989).

4. SUMMARY OF EVENTS

Some 5-7 major lake-effect snowstorms and 10-15 events with whiteout conditions are expected between late November and mid-March in a normal winter in the Lake Ontario region (R. Sykes, SUNY; informal manuscript). In 1989-1990, some lake-effect activity, including one very severe event, occurred in December. However, lake-effect activity was well below climatology while rain events were above normal during the January-February project period. A list of project case studies is given in Table 2.

Table 2. Case Studies from LOWS - 1990

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* Heavy Lake-effect Snow, Single Bands</td>
<td>11-12 January.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Light Lake-effect Snow, Frontal Boundary</td>
<td>25 February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band and Post-frontal Multiple Bands.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Light Lake-effect Snow, Multiple Bands</td>
<td>28 February.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Sub-marginal Lake-effect Events</td>
<td>19, 23, 27 January,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10, 17, 19-20 Feb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Freezing Rain</td>
<td>15 February.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. EXAMPLES OF OBSERVED STORM FEATURES

5.1 Lake Effect Single Bands.

Case of 11-12 January 1990. A series of major single bands produced 30-80 cm of snow in an east-west zone some 50 km wide extending inland over the WPL/Lacona site (Fig. 2) and the rising terrain of the Tug Hill Plateau to the east, and 10-30 cm over adjacent areas. Post-analysis is anticipated to reveal important precursors in the evolution of the water vapor field from the radiometer, the PBL temperature structure from the mobile sondes, and the wind field from the profilers and sondes. WPL radar monitoring revealed that the storm bands that successively developed were only 10-20 km wide and some 80 km long. The Cape Vincent wind profiler showed that bands formed in post-frontal arctic air after 6-7 h of sustained west winds with minimal directional shear (Figure 5).
Figure 5. Wind Profiles for Cape Vincent, NY: Jan 11, 20Z through Jan 12, 15Z showing conditions from passage of arctic front (between 21 and 22Z, Jan 11) and development of single band at Lacona (14Z Jan 12).

An initial major band of 3-4 km depth developed over the center of the lake, rotated southward through the southeast shore with a pivot point near Lacona, and dissipated as it continued to rotate inland to Syracuse. This was replaced with a second band which repeated the cycle, apparently in association with temporary veering of the winds in the cloud layer, as observed with the wind profilers. Winds returned to westerly, and small, new, convective cells over the lake organized into a narrower, more convective and snake-like band that maintained an east-west orientation and advected through Laona for a sustained 9-10 h period.

Intermittent whiteouts occurred during this storm. Within the successive bands, cloud liquid water measurements from the scanning radiometer revealed a steady supply of condensate advecting over Laona and toward the higher terrain to the east (Fig. 6), and the radar revealed significant orographic enhancement of the resulting precipitation (Fig. 7). Dissipation then occurred as directional wind shear was introduced in the cloud layer and the capping inversion descended from about 3.5 to 2 km above the lake. A more complete outline of the evolution of this storm is presented by Reinking et al. (1990), and analyses of the lake-effect forecasts in relation to the actual event is are underway.
Figure 6. Sequential 360 deg. scans of cloud liquid water showing peaks in the major, single band upwind and downwind of microwave radiometer, and rotation of bands between scans.

5.2 Multiple Bands and Submarginal Lake-effect Events.

General observations suggest that diagonal fetches across Lake Ontario result in several bands that form and are sustained simultaneously. Such multiple, parallel bands tend to be less intense than the single bands, probably because the shorter fetches allow less time for destabilization and development of a deep mixing layer and the accompanying, responsive confluence and land-lake circulations. Multiple bands tend to be organized as wind-parallel, or possible wind-shear parallel, cloud streets. Directional shear in the mixing layer may also contribute to such multiple rather than single banding, or at least to transitions from single to multiple banding.

For 28 February, radar reflectivities as strong as 25 dBZ depict two bands as they were sustained in northwesterly, cross-lake flow (Fig. 8). These bands were about 30 and 70 km long. Rawinsondes revealed little directional shear but considerable increase in wind speed with altitude in the mixing layer which was capped by a low (1.8 km) inversion. The bands produced light snowfall (2-5 cm) in zones about 20 km wide as they extended inland southeast of the 240 deg radial from the radar. The radial velocity field from the radar clearly defines convergence of low-level air into the stronger band and indicates lifting at the core of the band where radial velocities go to zero. The dynamics of these bands are being studied to reveal temperature, wind and water vapor precursors in relation to the snowfall produced.
Figure 7. Reflectivity from the WPL/Lacona radar depicting bands that rotated southeastward to impact inland cities south and east of the 240 deg. radial. The band at 210 deg. was dying while that at 260 deg. was intensifying. Orographic broadening of the storm swath and enhancement of precipitation in the area extending to 30 to 40 km east of the radar are also evident.

Several cases with forecasts for a very marginal possibility of lake-effect snow were monitored; these did not produce significant lake-effect clouds, but the data are useful in analysis and modeling efforts to define and quantify the factors that restrain development. In most of these cases, long over-lake fetches with strong winds developed, but lake-air temperature differences appeared to be too small and the capping inversions too low to allow destabilization and cloud development.
Figure 8. Radar reflectivity depicting parallel bands in northwesterly flow.

6. NUMERICAL MODELING

The SUNY Oswego Mesoscale Model will be used in LOWS analyses to simulate the development of lake-effect snowbands. In initial experiments, the model will predict wind, potential temperature, and specific humidity at 10 layers on a 45 x 31 unit horizontal grid with a 10-km mesh covering the Lake Ontario area. Flat terrain will initially be assumed. A 12-h simulation of the 11-12 January storm will be initialized using LOWS rawinsondes, profiler winds and Doppler radar data. This first test will determine if the model can produce snowbands of the same size, orientation and location as those observed. Model wind, temperature and humidity profiles and model precipitation will be compared with LOWS observations. Subsequent sets of experiments will a) test the model's sensitivity to changes in lake temperature, surface fluxes, latent heat releases, and initial conditions to learn more about the relative importance of the physical factors influencing the development of snowbands; b) include the effects of synoptic-scale forcing by using time-dependent lateral and upper boundary conditions to test the weakening or strengthening of observed snowbands; and c) include realistic terrain to test the model's ability to enhance precipitation over the Tug Hill plateau east of the lake.
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In addition, the PSU/NCAR mesoscale model (MM4) is being applied. The structure and physics of this model are described by Anthes and Warner (1978). MM4 is hydrostatic and employs a terrain-following sigma coordinate system with 15 vertical levels. Provisions are included for variable terrain and high resolution boundary layer physics. A nested grid version of the model with 90 km and 30 km grid spacing was run in real time to examine model performance in the forecast mode for several of the LOWS cases. Also, case study analyses and sensitivity tests will be conducted with MM4 to study the physics and dynamics of the lake effect snow bands on detailed scale using a 2 km grid. Additional model development will incorporate the non-hydrostatic effects of latent heat releases on band development and morphology.

7. DISCUSSION

In post-analysis, there will be a careful examination of the technology transfer in terms of what succeeded what must be done differently or refined and what steps are needed to go to the operational mode, (e.g., remote sensor performance and practicality, remote sensing mesoscale coverage, and forecaster use of real-time integrated data products). First examinations of the data, while revealing some mountable challenges like low profiler signals in cold clear air, demonstrate that a mesonet like that of LOWS would significantly improve locale-specific nowcasting of lake-effect snow. Steps to improving lake-effect storm forecasts along with the real-time monitoring will come from comparisons of the LOWS forecasts and observations and from examination of the data for precursors and physical factors that determined location of formation, movement, area of impact, intensity of whiteouts, and quantities of precipitation. The observations will be interfaced with the numerical modeling components in this effort.

The LOWS data set is available to the scientific community.
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